Replicating the Executive Summaries Within the PSEO Report

1. The tabs across the top of the report allow the user to view different sections of the report. The Read Me and Definitions tabs contain descriptive elements including important assumptions, limitations, definitions of the data. The other tabs contain charts and tables explaining the data.

2. The filters on the right of each of the tabs let the user subset the data, for example by campus or instructional program. The executive summaries were filtered to the campus of interest and the default setting of ‘All Instructional Programs.’ For the different columns of the executive summaries can be replicated by selecting the appropriate ‘Years Post-Graduation’.

3. The box at the left of the ‘Summary’ tab shows the percent of graduates who were employed out of the filtered graduates (i.e., the placement rate).

4. The box also shows the percent of graduates who were employed in Indiana out of the total number of graduates attached to the labor market.

5. This tab also shows the placement rate and percent employed in-state broken down by degree level.

6. Finally, the chart at the right of the ‘Summary’ tab shows the earnings percentiles within each degree level. As explained in the legend to the right, the red dot represents the median earnings. The lower gray dots and upper gray dots represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
Replicating the Executive Summaries Within the PSEO Report (cont...)

1. The bottom visuals on the executive summary can be replicated by looking at the ‘Employment Flows (map)’ tab.

2. In addition to the campus and years post-graduation filters found on the ‘Summary’ tab, this view also allows the user to filter by year of graduation. The executive summary aggregates across all years.

   It also aggregates the results across all degree levels. Those figures can be replicated by setting the display format parameter to ‘Count’ and adding up the figures from each of the separate degree levels.

3. The above map and associated bar chart depict the number of graduates employed within each U.S. Census Division. These visualizations were used to explain the geographies of employment 1 year out on the executive summary.

   This data can also be viewed as a breakdown of in-state versus out-of-state graduates by switching the ‘Geographic Unit’ toggle in the filter box at the right.

4. These charts show the top 10 instructional programs and employment industries for graduates. They are further broken down by employment in Indiana (red) and in other states (blue). The default view displays breakdowns on the national level, but selecting a specific geography in either of the charts at the left will filter to that area.

   The executive summary displays solely the top 5 industries.